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ABSTRACT

Digital image and video libraries require new algorithms
for the automated extraction and indexing of salient im-
age features. Texture features provide one important cue
for the visual perception and discrimination of image con-
tent. In this paper we propose a new approach for auto-
mated content extraction that allows for e�cient database
searching using texture features. The algorithm automati-
cally extracts texture regions from image spatial-frequency
data which are represented by binary texture feature vec-
tors. We demonstrate that the binary texture features pro-
vide excellent performance in image query response time
while providing highly e�ective texture discriminability, ac-
curacy in spatial localization and capability for extraction
from compressed data representations. We present the bi-
nary texture feature extraction and indexing technique and
examine searching by texture on a database of 500 images.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we propose and evaluate an algorithm for the
automated extraction of texture information which enables
e�cient �ltering of and searching through large collections
of digital images and videos using texture features. The
texture features are produced by thresholding and mor-
phologically �ltering image spatial/spatial-frequency (s/s-f)
subbands. Texture is represented by a binary feature set
whereby each element in the binary set indicates the en-
ergy relative to threshold in a corresponding s/s-f subband.
More speci�cally, each s/s-f channel is represented by a unit
length binary feature vector bk. An orthogonal s-f decompo-
sition is used which allocates the s-f information such that
the subbands are independent. As such, fbkg forms a set
of linearly independent elementary texture vectors which
provides a basis for the binary texture space. Texture fea-
ture vectors are composed of binary combinations of vectors
from the texture basis fbkg.

The process of texture extraction from s/s-f subbands
by thresholding and morphological �ltering identi�es spa-
tially localized and arbitrarily shaped regions of texture
within each image. The spatial localization property pre-
serves the logical spatial relationships between texture re-
gions. This provides for a secondary criterion for evalu-
ating image matches. Since the extraction algorithm pre-
serves texture region shape, region boundary descriptions
may also be used in the match criteria. Furthermore, since

texture is represented by binary feature vectors, the texture
regions may be indexed very e�ciently which helps to min-
imize image query response time. Finally, the algorithm
allows for texture extraction from compressed orthogonal
s/s-f representations of image and video data [3][4]. Fea-
ture extraction in the compressed-domain provides great
potential for reducing computational complexity because
it avoids the costly operation of decompressing the images
and videos. This is particularly relevant for large image and
video databases which may have hundreds of thousands of
image and video items stored in compressed form.

2. TEXTURE FEATURES

Texture refers to a visual pattern that has properties of
homogeneity that do not result from the presence of only a
single color or intensity. Previous attempts at modeling tex-
ture include the following approaches: random �eld model-
ing [11], co-occurrence matrices [8] and s-f techniques [5][10]
[13] which include in particular, Gabor �lters [2][9][12].
Thus far, no single best texture model has been identi�ed.
However, there is evidence that early human vision uses re-
ceptive �eld units tuned to orientations and s-f's [7]. In
particular, models of the human visual system that use Ga-
bor �lters to model the receptive �elds su�ciently account
for psychophysical data obtained in texture discrimination
experiments [6].

2.1. Gabor functions

Gabor �lters produce s-f decompositions that achieve the
theoretical lower bound of the uncertainty principle. They
attain maximum joint resolution in space and s-f bounded
by the relations �2
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tion in s-f. This is highly signi�cant in the process of texture
extraction in which the conicting objectives of accuracy in
texture representation and texture spatial localization are
both important. In addition to good performance in tex-
ture discrimination and segmentation [2], the justi�cation
for Gabor �lters is also supported through psychophysical
experiments. Beck [1] demonstrated that human texture
segregation results from information corresponding to out-
puts of s-f channels. Texture analyzers implemented using
2-D Gabor functions produce a strong correlation with ac-
tual human segmentation [12]. Furthermore, the receptive
visual �eld pro�les are adequately modeled by 2-D Gabor
�lters [6]. However, Gabor functions are both nonorthogo-
nal and complex which makes implementation very di�cult.
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2.2. Wavelet subband features

A more practical way to gain in the trade-o� between space
and s-f resolution without using Gabor functions is with
a dyadic or wavelet �lter bank. The wavelet �lter bank
produces octave bandwidth segmentations in s-f. It allows
simultaneously for high spatial resolution at high s-f's and
high s-f resolution at low s-f's. Furthermore, the wavelet
tiling is supported by evidence that visual s-f receptors are
spaced at octave distances [6]. A two-band quadrature mir-
ror (QMF) �lter bank utilizes orthogonal analysis �lters
to decompose data into low-pass and high-pass frequency
bands. When �ltering is recursively applied to the low-
pass frequency bands the QMF �lter bank produces a oc-
tave band split or wavelet decomposition as illustrated in
Figure 1. Separable QMF �lters reduce the computational
complexity of the �lter banks and make them very attrac-
tive for implementation.
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Figure 1. Extraction of texture features, (a) \Buf-
faloes" image, (b) QMF wavelet transformed image,
�lter outputs, yk, correspond to s-f subbands.

A QMF wavelet �lter bank was used for texture classi-
�cation by Kundu and Chen [10]. The authors identi�ed
several aspects of the QMF �lter bank as being relevant
to texture extraction: orthogonality and completeness of
the basis functions, �lter outputs that are spatially local-
ized and the reduction of complexity a�orded by decimation
of �lter outputs. In the classi�cation of Brodatz textures
the QMF wavelet features performed better than those pro-
posed by Haralick [8]. Furthermore, in [13] we evaluated the
performance of texture features sets derived from several s-f
decompositions including QMF wavelet and uniform sub-
band and DCT. The texture feature sets were evaluated on
the basis of their ability to classify texture cuts made from
all 112 Brodatz textures. We found that a 9-dimensional
feature set derived from the s-f energies provided for over
90% successful classi�cation.

3. AUTOMATED TEXTURE ANALYSIS

The automated segmentation of texture images and extrac-
tion of texture regions is essential for content-based image
retrieval. Texture segmentation is the process by which the
image is split into di�erent regions of homogeneous texture.
By using a binary feature set derived from image s-f sub-
bands, an e�ective algorithm for texture segmentation is
obtained. The procedures for texture representation and
texture extraction are described next.

3.1. Texture feature set notation

The texture features are represented as follows: Let x[m;n]
be the discrete 2-D representation of the image. Let

hk[m;n], where k = 0 : : :N � 1 be the set of 2-D orthog-
onal �lters that compose the wavelet �lter bank. The 2-D
convolution,

yk[m;n] = x[m;n] � hk[m;n] (1)

generates the output of subband k by approximately band-
limiting x[m;n] to an exclusive range of s-f's. Let �k be the
threshold in subband k such that,

bk[m;n] =

�
1 if jyk[m;n]j � �k
0 otherwise

(2)

De�nition 1 Texture Feature Set. Let BN be the N di-
mensional binary space spanned by elementary binary fea-
ture vectors bk, each of which corresponds to the thresholded
output of the respective s-f �lter k. A texture feature set t̂
is de�ned as a vector in binary space BN and is composed
of binary combinations of basis vectors from fbkg.

The objective of the texture extraction technique is to
utilize the s-f decompositions provided by the �lters hk to
produce a characterization of texture. The design parame-
ters include the �lters hk and the energy thresholds �k.
The 2-D matrix of texture vectors obtained by concate-

nating the thresholded subbands denotes the texture value
at each point from the image x[m;n]. This pixel-level de-
scription of texture is not immediately useful for image re-
trieval because texture is typically perceived as a regional
process. As such, the texture points are grouped into re-
gions using non-linear �ltering operations as will be ex-
plained below. The obtained texture regions are repre-
sented by binary texture vectors t̂. Then searching for im-
ages using texture content is accomplished by referring to
the texture vector values corresponding to regions within
the images.

3.2. Texture feature extraction

As illustrated in Figure 2, the image x[m;n] is fed into the
size N �lter bank. The �lter outputs are maximally deci-
mated and energy magnitudes are computed. This obtains
the band limited s-f energies within dyadic neighborhoods
around each image pixel. By computing �xed-sized neigh-
borhood energies on the decimated images, the actual im-
age pixel neighborhoods are sized in accordance with the
uncertainty principle to obtain maximum statistical accu-
racy in the measurement of s-f energy. The energy images
are illustrated for the \Barbara" image in Figure 4(b).
Next, for all channels, k = 0 : : :N � 1, the output of �l-

ter k is thresholded at level �k to produce bi-level image
bk [m;n]. Each bi-level image has a non-zero value at points
of high energy that correspond to lines, edges, noise and
textures within the original image. By morphologically �l-
tering each bi-level image bk [m;n] to produce fk[m;n], the
edges, lines and noise are reduced while the texture content
is enhanced. This is accomplished through median �ltering
followed by sequential labeling and spatial size thresholding.
The outputs resulting from these operations are illustrated
in Figure 4(c).
Since the morphological �ltering is performed on bi-level

images, the median statistic is equivalent to the mode. By
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Figure 2. Extraction of textures using wavelet �lter bank, (I.) Hk are orthogonal �lters, (II.) j � j obtains
s-f energy, (III.) �k are energy thresholds, (IV.) non-linear �ltering (NL), (V.) spatial size thresholds (�k),
(VI.) expansion into binary space BN , (VII.) concatenation of channels, (VIII.) �nal NL �ltering and (IX.)
size thresholding (�).

choosing a box shape for the �lter, the points correspond-
ing to the lines, edges and noise are eliminated because they
do not �ll the majority of the window. However, since �l-
ter outputs are s-f band-limited and maximally decimated
before thresholding, a window majority indicates that the
center point belongs to a region with a homogeneous s-f
texture characteristic.
From the morphologically �ltered bi-level images fk[m;n]

the image ~t[m;n] is formed by upsampling using pixel repli-
cation, and concatenation of the fk[m;n]'s. This operation
composites the elementary texture regions from the bi-level
subband images. Equivalently, this composes texture fea-
ture vectors as binary combinations of the elementary bi-
nary texture basis functions. Next, median �ltering is per-
formed on ~t[m;n] to allow dominant texture regions to be
enhanced. A region size threshold is also applied to elimi-
nate the remaining small regions. This produces the binary
texture vector image t[m;n] as illustrated in Figure 4(d).
This image contains the salient regions of texture found
from the original image. Each region is represented by a
binary texture vector that indicates the signi�cant s-f con-
tent in each region. The regions corresponding to extracted
textures are illustrated in Figure 4(e).
A pedagogical example of texture extraction on a sim-

ple image using a three channel �lter bank is illustrated
in Figure 3. The outputs of the �lter bank channels after
thresholding and nonlinear processing, as described above,
are illustrated in Figure 3(a). Each channel corresponds
to a set of s-f's and a unique direction in the 3-D binary
feature space. Binary combinations of the channel outputs
produce 23 = 8 texture extraction images as illustrated in
Figure 3(b).

3.3. Texture retrieval

The texture feature set e�ectiveness was evaluated using
examples of image retrieval based on texture content. The
performance of the s-f texture features was previously eval-
uated using the Brodatz texture classes in [13] and they
were found to achieve accurate texture classi�cation. Here,
we evaluate the discriminability and texture matching ca-
pacity a�orded by the texture features sets by composing
queries of the image database using texture.
We allow that texture query feature sets can be formed

in two ways. In the �rst, a sample image texture is pro-
vided from which the query texture vector is computed di-
rectly. Alternatively, each of the s-f subbands is assigned a
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Figure 3. Example of texture extraction using three
channel �lter bank, (a) the thresholded and pro-
cessed images for the three channels are concate-
nated, which produces (b) eight binary texture im-
ages that illustrate the segmented texture regions.

visual pattern that illustrates its scale and orientation. A
query texture is composed by selecting from the depicted
texture subband elements. In both cases, the search pro-
cess is accomplished by accessing indexes de�ned over the
binary texture space. In the N -dimensional binary tex-
ture space, texture regions are indexed by using a depth
N binary tree. The e�cient indexing of the binary texture
feature vectors provides considerable advantage over other
texture matching procedures. These other real-valued tex-
ture feature vectors typically require a distance computa-
tion to evaluate texture closeness. This is expensive, as it
may be necessary to compute the distance to each item in
the database in response to a query.
The results of a texture-based query on a database of

500 miscellaneous images using this method is illustrated
in Figure 5. Here, a query was formed by visually selecting
the texture elements corresponding regularly spaced hori-
zontal lines. In s-f notation this is equivalent to request-
ing the presence of a region with predominant vertical s-f
energies. As illustrated in Figure 5, the images retrieved
from the database contain regions which have regions with
dominant vertical s-f information. It can been seen that
the texture feature sets capture salient texture information
within images which allow images to be retrieved on the
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Figure 4. Texture extraction from the \Barbara" image, (a) QMF wavelet image (y0

ks), (b) subband energy
images, (c) after thresholding (b0ks) (d) labeled textures (t[m;n]), (e) texture regions outlined.

basis of texture content.

Figure 5. Partial results of texture query on
database of 500 images. Query texture vector =
[1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0], which de�nes textures with low
and mid-range vertical s-f's.

4. SUMMARY

We presented a new algorithm for extracting, searching for
and retrieving visual data from image and video databases
using texture. The binary texture feature sets are produced
from image spatial-frequency analysis. The texture analy-
sis captures local texture content and extracts arbitrarily
shaped regions of texture from the image. Furthermore,
the texture feature sets may be extracted directly from s-f
compressed image data. Finally, the binary texture feature
space lends well to e�cient indexing which provides fast
image searching and retrieval using texture.
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